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Woman from Bangalore looking for Men Iconic partners in every sense of the word. A few drinks and you get lost in each
others company, face to face contact or phone calls. Ideal for an uncomplicated tryst or light hearted fun. Country: Europe
Status: Single City: Bangalore Eyes: Brown Hair color: Black Sexual orientation: Straight Age: 28 More information Write me
on whatsapp I am all about sex. Looking for fun. Looking for a very good looking person who knows what he or she wants and
is looking to get it. Status: Married Eyes: Hazel Age: 37 Looking for: Woman from Bangalore looking for Men online dating
Profile:I am a professional young professional, currently studying engineering in Bangalore and living in a very senior healthy
relationship with a man. I am 5'4'' in height, very fair complexion, sexy, very smart and easy going. I like to read and keep
myself updated with current affairs. I am not into clubbing, party, hosting and having fun with friends. I am not into quarreling,
drama, arguments, aggression and shouting matches. I like to explore new places, beaches and mountains. I am open to trying
out new things, you need to be bold enough to try new things with me. I am looking for a good honest sincere, funny and
intelligent man who is from a reputed family. I would like to get to know and like you and then we can figure out the rest. Please
don't be offended if I don't respond. Just don't be offended if I do. I am the kind of person that loves to laugh. I just enjoy
laughing and taking it as if it's a privilege to be able to do so with someone. The guy who will not laugh at his own silly jokes is
not worth my time. I am looking for a fun loving, caring, kind hearted, trustworthy person with good sense of humour. I am of
Indian Origin (Hindu) looking for a genuine foreigner (Bangalore local). I am a very positive person. I like to be considerate and
thoughtful in my relationships with others. I love my family and 82157476af
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